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SOME REMARKS  CONCERNING  THE NUMBER
THEORETIC FUNCTIONS o»(n) AND Q(n)

ROBERT E.   DRESSLER "AND JAN  VAN DE  LUNE

Abstract. In this paper we establish a duality relation between

the number theoretic functions w(n) and fl(/i), and we investigate

some of its consequences, one of which concerns the Riemann zeta

function.

1. Introduction. co(n) is the number of distinct prime divisors of

the positive integer n, and Q.(n) is the total number of prime divisors

of n. That is, co(l) = Q(l)=0 and if n=p{1.perr then co(n)=r and

Q.(n)=ex+- • -+er. From their definitions it is not to be expected that

there is much of a relation between œ and £2. However, we will exhibit

below a remarkable duality relation between the two functions and deduce

some consequences of this relation.

2. A duality between co and Q. We begin by noting that co(n) =

O(logn/log log n) [1, p. 355] from which it is easily seen that if Re í=o->1

then 2"=i (zMn)/ns) is an entire function of z. Also, for rr>l and IZK2",

it follows that

£i »' p   \       P

9   u - z/p

is an analytic function of z.

We now have

Theorem 1.   If\z\<2" and a> 1 then

n=l " I   \n=l
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Proof.

(no/i   _     \co(nh    / oo     fl(n)\

-n('^)(^)-n(^i)(^)-«"
which completes the proof.

Now if, in addition to \z\<2", we also require that |1—z|<2ff, then by

replacing z by 1 —z in (1) we obtain

(oo (\ _yo(n)\   / oo  _n(n)\ / oo (\ _.\il(n)\   / oo  _o)(n)\

I^KaVKlr^MSV)
which is the announced duality relation.

Remark.   All formulas derived from (2) are dual in œ and Q.

Corollary.

(3) 2 t1 - zTld)zCiU''l) - 2 (1 - z)n(d)za{n/d) = 1

d\n

for all « and all z.

Proof.   Equate coefficients in (2).

If we set z=\ in (3) we obtain

ff\ V y-midl-OÍ-nld) _ V 2-íl<<¡)-o>(n/d) _  t

d\n d\n

for all «.

One can obtain other interesting nonobvious relations from (3) e.g.,

by differentiating termwise. Usually, relations involving elementary

number theoretic functions admit a natural interpretation. However, we

are unable to find any such natural interpretation for the above relations.

3. Analytic continuation of £ñ=i (zro,n,/«s)- For any fixed z and

Rei=o->l we define g2(s)=Z"=i (z0><n)/"*) ana consider the analytic

continuation of gz(s) (as a function of s).

We first have

Theorem 2.   For | 1 — z\ _2 and a> 1, we have

,,. g'*(s)     zl'(s) v log/»
(5) —— = —— + z(z - 1) 2, '

g¿s)   as) ^(f + z- \)(? -1)
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Proof.   From (2) we have

405

(s)-n(i+L -S- + •••)= m„2s

which can be rewritten as

ttó-i^Flv^r1)-
Taking logarithmic derivatives, we find

«.00    K«)+tfc!hi-ih'
l(s)      Í \p° + z - if

= ^^ + y- —log? + >
(1 - z)log p

p'-l

z£'(s)
4- z(z - 1) 2

logp

CW  ■   '      'f (ps + z - i)(f - i)

which completes the proof.

Remarks.   If |1 —z\ =2112, then

RÁs) = y-!2££-
f (p« + 2 -  l)(p» -  1)

is regular for c>L It then follows that gz(s)lgz(s) is regular for <r>£

except at s=l and at the (possible) zeros of £(j) situated at the right of the

line cr=£. Thus, (5) can be rewritten as

g'z(s)/gz(s) = zC(s)ias) + z(z - l)R,(s).
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After integration we have gz(s)=£,*(s)exp(Pz(s)) where Pz(s) is regular

for o>\. Thus, gz(s) is regular in the region D below, where the p's

stand for the (possible) zeros of £(s) which lie at the right of a=\.

Finally (assuming that all zeros of the zeta function are simple) we

note that, surprisingly enough, regardless of which z is chosen subject

to 0<|1— z|_21/2 and z^2, the set of singularities of gz(s) in the half-

plane <r>! always consists of the same points, namely s=\ and the

(possible) zeros of the zeta function lying to the right of a=\. This

seems to lend credence to the Riemann Hypothesis.
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